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Abstract

Modern chip multiprocessor (CMP) cache coherence protocols are extremely complex and error prone to design. Modern symbolic methods are unable to provide much leverage for this class of examples. In [1], we presented a method to verify hierarchical and inclusive versions of these protocols using explicit state enumeration tools. We circumvented state explosion by employing a meta-circular assume/guarantee technique in which a designer can model check abstracted versions of the original protocol and claim that the real protocol is correct. The abstractions were justified in the same framework (hence the meta-circular approach). In this paper, we present how our work can be extended to hierarchical non-inclusive protocols which are inherently much harder to verify, both from the point of having more corner cases, and having insufficient information in higher levels of the protocol hierarchy to imply the sharing states of cache lines at lower levels. Two methods are proposed. The first requires more manual effort, but allows our technique in [1] to be applied unchanged, barring a guard strengthening expression that is computed based on state residing outside the cluster being abstracted. The second requires less manual effort, can scale to deeper hierarchies of protocol implementations, and uses history variables which are computed much more modularly. This method also relies on the meta-circular definition framework. A non-inclusive protocol that could not be completely model checked
even after visiting 1.5 billion states was verified using two model checks of roughly 0.25 billion states each.